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- Variety or Accessories ~: 



Important elements that develop the versatility of the Pen FT in new derections. 
They also expand the pleasures of photography. 





The World· wide acceptance of the Olympus Pen F by 
both professionals and amateurs has not left the Olympus 
factory resting on Its laurels., As part of Its continuing 
program of Research and Development, a new Improved 
model, the Pen FT, with a very advanced through·the·lens 
metering system Is now available to the public. 

Olympus engineers were not content with the solutions arrived at 
by other manufacturers in the design of a through-the-Iens meter
ing system. The new Olympus FT system has several advantages 
over the existing systems. 

1) A unique aperture numbering system replaces the cenventienal and 
.often inaccurate F/step system. 

It is characteristic .of threugh·the·lens metering system that expesure 
calculatiens are influenced by the pesitien .of the meter, the speed .of the 
lens and the fecal length .of the lens. Especially when the film is expesed 
at the maximum aperture, the F / steps very .often de net accurately reflect 
the pre per expesure. 

Te eliminate this errer, feund in all ether metering systems, Olym pus has 
designed a numbering system, beginning with "0" and ending with "]" te 
replace the cenventienal F/ step methed. This is equivalent te the "F" step 
calibratien favered by the mest exacting prefessienal phetegraphers. 

Again Olympus has made Improvements on existing 
single lens reflex technology without in any way com· 
promising its commitment to compact size and minimum 
weight. 

And because of the superior Olympus optics, negatives 
can be blown up to poster·size with excellent quality. 

Using this system, the meter reads .out the exact cerrect expesure as the 
light is measured threugh the lens, and eliminates the errers feund in cen· 
ventienal CdS meter F / stop systems. 

2) Light measurements can be made at beth "wide·epen aperture" and 
" stopped dewn aperture." 

Measuring at " wide·epen aperture" is , .of ceurse, the mest cenvenient 
fer the phetographer. But eccassienally as when extensien rings .or exten· 
sien bellews are used, it is very helpful te use the "stepped dewn aper· 
ture" measurement. The Orympus aperture numbering system assures a 
perfect expesure in beth cases. 

3) Averaging light measurement system 

The FT uses an extra·large CdS meter equipped with a spec ial device te 
screen .out extraneeus light. The meter is placed near the viewfinder eye· 
piece in the perreprism, and averages the tetal ameunt .of light reaching 
the film surface. 



The world's most 
unique design in 
a sin Ie lens reflex 

The world of photography 
was astonished at the first 
appearance of the unique 
Olympus Pen F. Here was a 
camera that was a true si ngle 
lens reflex, yet had elimina
ted the bulky prism on top 
of the camera. Here was a 
camera that was as com pact 
as a rangefinder camera and 
even smaller. 
And a bove all, here was a 
camera that introduced new 
standards of precision and 
quality to the single lens re
flex field . 

• 
Unique 
PORROPRISM 
finder system 

Olym pus com pletely c hanged 
the appearance of s ingle 
lens reflex cameras. In stead 
of the bulky penta prism s it· 
ting awkwardly on top of a 
single lens reflex camera, 
Olympus introduced the bu
ilt-in porroprism.A horizontal 
rather than vertical revolving 
mirror is used in the camera. 
Automatic diaphragms are 
used in the interchangeable 
lenses, thus the view in the 
finder is always bright as the 
viewing is done at full aper
ture_ 

• The smallest, 
lightest and most 
convenient single 
lens reflex camera 

The Olympus Pen FT weighs 
only half as much as the con 
ventional 35mm single lens 
reflex camera, and its size is 
even smaller than a range
finder camera. The savings 
in weight and size are extend 
ed through a large range of 
accessor ies that are equally 
compact. 
It permits the photographer 
to carry more lenses, more 
accessories, and yet less 
weight. 

• Extreme close-up 
photography 
possible without 
additional 
accessories 

The Olym pus Pen FT is the 
only camera which permits a 
close-u p photograph to be 
taken as close as 14 inches. 
The camera is therefore very 
convenient for photocopy
ing, close-u p photography of 
persons, plants . flowers, in
sects, etc. The coven ience 
of close-up photography 
without the use of extra ac
cessories cannot be over
em phasized. 

Full synchroniza
tion at all shutter 

The unique Olympus rotary 
metal focal plane shutter 
now makes it possi ble to 
synchronize strobo li ghting 
at all shutter speeds. There 
are also M and X contacts 
for synchronization with all 
types of flash equipment. 



• New type shutter 
developed 
exclusively for the 
01 FT 

This new type shutter has 
been developed exclusively 
for the OLYMPUS Pen FT to 
make it a super small-size, 
su per efficient camera. A 
high speed rotary shutter 
with a speed of 27 meters 
per second; completely dif
ferent in style from all con- ' 
ventional focal plane shut
ters. This is an all metal shut
ter using a super thin 35/ -
1000mm titanium diaphragm. 
It is extremely resista nt to 
change in temperature and 
humidity, and change with 
years , and has remarkable 
durability. The precision of 
the shutter speed is also 
high, and some of the chara
cteristic defects of conven
tional focal plane shutters 
(image distortion when a 
moving object is photo
graphed, etc.) do not exist. 

• 
Half-frame 
economy and 

convenience 
coupled with 
quality equal to 
full frame in other 

When Olym pus first present
ed the half-frame size seven 
years ago there was some 
dou bt that the half-frame 
could equal to the quality 
in large prints obtained with 
full frame 35mm cameras. 
But Olym pus engi neers bas
ed their confidence in half
frame on two significant fac
tors: First, the half frame 
is closer to the basic B X 10 
format and thus there is less 
cropping in half frame than 
full frame.. Secondly, the 
Olym pus lenses are designed 
with higher resolving power. 
The final proof of course 
came in the thousands of fine 
prints made by leading pro
fessional photographers thr
oughout the world. 

• 
An amazing range 
of accessories 

The Olym pus Pen FT is part 
of one of the world's largest 
photographic camera sys
tems. Because the lenses and 
accessories have been de
signed for the smaller half
frame format, there is con
siderable savings in size, 
weight and cost. But abso
lutely no compromise in 
quality. 

• 
Specifications 

Picture size: 
Lens: 

Lens replacement: 
Shutter: 

Synchronizing: 

Viewfinder: 

Mirror: 

Loading: 
Film advancing: 

Film counter: 
Film rewinding: 

Focus adjustment: 

Exposure 
adjustment: 

Light measuring 
range: 

Light acceptor: 

Power source : 

24 X lB mm 
H Zuiko Auto S, F1.2 , f = 42mm, 
G Zuiko Auto S, F1A, f=40mm, 
F Zuiko Auto S, F1.B, f=3Bmm, 
All lenses have fully automatic dia: 
phragm and are marked on Through
The-Lens numbers and F-numbers. 
Bayonet system ("Pen" mount) 
Olympus rotary metal focal-plane shut
ter: B. 1-1/500 sec. (equally calibrated) 
one-pivot non rotating shutter speed dial 
All shutter speeds sychronization with 
M & X contacts poi nt switch 
Porrorrism finder, magnification. O.BX 
(with F1.B standard lens), with micro
prism and special Fresnel lens 
Horizontally opening shockless quick 
return mirror 
EL (easy loading) system 
l-stroke lever type with an advancing 
stroke angle of 150 degrees, self-cocking 
to prevent dou ble advances and dou ble 
exposures 
Exposed counting, self-resetting type 
Crank type rewind button setting system 
Direct advancing helicoid system , mini
mum close-up distance 35cm 
Through-The·Lens number system, both 
open and stopped-down aperture me
thods available 
EV3 - EV17 (ASA 100) with F1.4 standard 
lens . 
Extra-large CdS meter, average light 
measu rement method 
Mercury battery 0.3 volts) 

Film speed 
rating scale: ASA 25- 400 

Self-timer: Lever system (90 degrees) actuated in 
a bout 11 seconds 

Rear cover 
operation: 

Size & weight: 
"Magic" locking hinge system 
(with F1.2 standard lens) 
127 (W) >< 69.5 (H) >< n .5 (D)mm, 720gr. 
(with F1.4 standard lens) 
127(W) x 69.5 (H) >< 6B.5(D)mm, 630gr. · 
(with F 1.B standard lens) 
127 (W) x 69.5 (H) x 62.5 (D)mm, 600gr. 
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Difference between the FT and the FV the FT, the FV has no exposure meter 
based on the Through-The-Lens system_ The FV is also far less expensive than the 
FT. The appearance and photographic performance of the FV camera are perfect 
and all the lenses and accessories used on the FT camera can be used with this camera. 



Enriched range of Interchangeable. Lenses Br 
variety of Accessories for Pen F camera series 

:J ~"-~~---=======-
Eye Correction Lens Adapter /Eye Shade 

Angle 
Magnifier 
w/Eye Shade 

Lv ' 0 
- 50, - 30, +~0 

Magnifier Angle Finder 

~ ~~:,::.~,. 
Auto Changer, Film StriP Adapter 

100·200mm, F/ 5 

100mm, F/3.5 150mm, F/ 4 

38mm, F/ l .8 

Filters 

20mm, F/3.5 .0 -0 
Body Cap Lens Hood 

Extension Ring Set 

Extension Tube 

Microscope Adapter 

Compartment Case 
Outfit Case 
Soft Case 

• 



• COMPLETE SYSTEM OF ZUIKO INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES 

Lens Focal Through- Mini-
Compo- Angle Length 

The- F Diameter 
Equiva- mum 

INTERCHANGEABLE LENSES nent of of Hood Weight 
(element- lent to Lens Number Dis-

group) View 35mm Filter 
Camera Number tance 

H Zuiko Fl.2. 8- 6 39° 60mm 0-6 1.2-16 35cm 49mm incl'd 255gr 
STANDARD Auto S f = 42mm 

G Zuiko Fl.4. 7 - 6 41 58 0-6 1.4-16 35cm 43 incl'd 165 
LENS Auto S f = 40mm 

F Zuiko Fl.8. 6 --'-5 43 55 0-6 1.8-16 35cm 43 incl'd 135 Auto S f = 3.8 

G Zuiko F3.5. 7- 6 73 28 0-4 3.5-16 20cm 43 n/ incl 'd 145 
WIDE ANGLE Auto W f - 20 

E Zu iko F4. 5 - 5 62 35 0-4 4 -16 25cm 43 incl'd 120 
LENS Auto W f-25 

G Zuiko F2.8. 7-5 62 35 0-5 2.8-16 25cm 43 incl'd 160 Auto W f = 25 

G Zuiko Fl.5. 7 - 5 28 85 0-6 1.5-16 0.8m 49 incl'd 270 Auto T f = 60 

TELEPHOTO F Zuiko F2. 6 - 5 24 100 0.5-7 2 -22 0.8m 43 incl'd 230 Auto T f = 70 

LENS E Zuiko F3.5. 5- 4 17 143 1-6 3.5-22 1.5m 43 incl 'd 250 Auto T f = 100 

E Zuiko F4. 5- 4 12 210 1-5 4 -22 1.7m 49 built-in 380 .Auto T f=150 

E Zuiko T F5. 5- 3 7 360 1-6 5 -32 3.5m 58 built-in 800 
SUPER-TELE- f = 250 

E Zuiko T F6.3. 5 - 4 4 580 1-5 6.3-32 5J'n 72 buiit-in 1,750 
PHOTO LENS f-400 

Zuiko F8. 6 - 4 2 1,150 (0) 8 16 m 25.5 incl 'd 2,400 Mirror T f = 800 

Zuiko F3.5. 10- 8 34-19 70-l30 0.5-4 3.5-16 1.5m 49 incl'd 420 Auto Zoom f - 50·90 
ZOOM LENS 

F5, ZuikoZoom f = 100·200 12 - 9 17-9 143-286 1-6 5 -32 1.7m 49 built-in 700 



· EXAMPLES OF MAGNIFICENT RESULTS THAT CAN BE OBTAINED 
BY THE WORLD FAMOUS OLYMPUS ZUIKO LENS ..-





~~mnPUS 
JI ~ A tiny little camera with enormous capabilities 
As easy. to carry as a pen, but more realistic than writing. The 
OLYMPUS PEN camera slips into a shirt or coat pocket or lady's 
handbag. So easy to use and so professional in result . . 

Olympus Pen·S 3.5 
"Pocket money" buys it 

Olympus Pen·EE 
Photography simplified 

Olympus Pen EES 
Deluxe type Olympus Pen EE 

Olympus Pen·03 
For those who want the best 

The OLYMPUS ZUIKO lens gives needle-sharp pictures. The 
OLYMPUS PEN is always ready for use in business or pleasure, 
that is, a practical camera in every request. 

No other camera in this price range has such remarkable features. 
Lens: D Zuiko F 3.5, f=2Smm 
Shutter : Copal X, I / S- I / 250 sec. and B 
Focusing : 0.6 meter (2 tt) to Infinity, click stops at 2m and 5m 
Size & weight : 10S(W) x 6S(H) x 40(D)mm, 370gr 

Just press the shutter button and nothing else required . 
Lens : D Zuiko F 3.5 , f=2Smm 
Shutter : Programmed EE· system 1/ 40 or 1/200 sec. 
Focusing: Fixed focusing lens system (1.5m to Infinity) 
Size & weight: lOS (W) x 66 (H) x 42(D)mm, 350 gr 

Faster lens and zone focusing system are incorporated in the Pen EE. 
Lens : D Zuiko F 2.S, f =30mm 
Shutter: Programmed EE system 1/ 40 or Ij:?OO sec. 
Focusing: Zone focusing lens system (3 position setting) 
Size & weight : 10S(W) x 66(H) x 47(D)mm,400gr 

Super-fast lens and CdS exposure meter installed. The built-in , highly 
sensitive CdS meter gives you correct exposure in any light, from candle-
·Iit interiors to sun·lit beach. . 
Lens : F Zuiko F 1.7, f=32mm 
Shutter: Copal X, I / S- I / 500 sec. and B 
Focusing: O.Smeter (2.6 ft .) to Infinity, click stops at 1.2m and 3m 
Size & weight: lOS (W) x 67 (H) x 50(D)mm, 420gr 



1leiiAccessories A variety of accessories is available to meet the 
users requirements and widen the versatility of Olympus 
cameras. 

l / Pen Filters: 
Filters are among the most important acces· 

sories to improve your picture quality. 
Size: 22.5 mm/ 43 mm/43.5 mm /45 mm/ 

49mm 
Kind: UV/ Y2/ IA/ BIC/ B2C/ Conversion A/ ND4 

(45mm) 

2/ Pen-up 3: 
This is a handy photographic device which 

permits taking close·up pictures of small 
works of art . coins, stamps, small animal 
life, flowers, pages of books, photographs, 
et.c. simply and quickly. 

3/ 

3/ Lens hood: 
Lens hood is recommended for use when· 

ever possible to guard against off·angle light 
which will cause flare in your pictures. 

4/ Pen Flash: 
As the name implies. this flash is light in 

weight, stylish. compact and handy. Using 
either US· I or AG· I bulbs, the Olympus Pen 
Flash is perfect for indoor or back lighting 
photography. 

5/ Pen Flash CL: 
The Pen Flash CL as well as being the worlds 

smallest is also the most efficient flash attac'h· 
ment availa ble for cordless contact. Uses 
AG· j (US· I ) or AG· IB bulbs. 

1/ 

000 
6/ 
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2/ 

4/ 

6/ Microscope Adapter: 
Inserted between your camera and a micro· 

scope tube, this adapter enables you to take 
microscopic pictures with the optics of the 
microscope. 

7/ Gun Holder: 
Very convenient flash light or flash gun 

a/ Attachment Lens: 

holder is 
available for 
Pen EE, EES 
or Pen D 
series. 

This is extremely versatile accessory for 
close·up photography. It can be used by 
attaching to the camera lens. 
f= 130 cm 22.5 mm (in diameter) 
f=30 cm 43 mm (in diameter) or f = 40 cm 

43 mm (in diameter) 

9/ Leather case: 
Both soft leather case and hard leather case 

are available. Protect your valued camera with 
a hard leather case specially in such case of 
mountaineering. 

L::=========,-_.::l:.,::O,-,-/..:..P.::e:..:.n:.....:S..:.Ii:.,::d:..:e:..., Projector: Enjoy your 
~==========~ .- slides with Pen Slide 

10/ Projector. The specially 5/ 
designed wide·angle 
optics ensure a large 
bright pictures in a small 
room. 





PeiiEED New improved model in the world famous Olympus Pen range 
with great capabilities. 

The Pen EED is a half·frame camera offering a range of features 
found in other Pen models plus new bonus features. A variety of 

accessories is available to meet the users requirements and 
widen the versatility of the camera. 

1 \ Superb Fl.7 
Zulko lens 

The lens is the heart of a ca· 
mera. Incorporated in this ca· 
mera is the high·speed Fl.7 
32mm Zui.ko lens consisting of 
six elements of new ty pe glass· 
es. The amazing resolving 
power of this lens is world· 
proven and enlargements up 
to 10,000 times are easily 
possible . 

2 \ Wide· r ange 
EE system . 

The built·in CdS exposure 
meter relieves the photo· 
grapher of .- all exposure wor· 
ries . Once set at AUTO eve· 
rythi ng is automatically set and 
ready for picture taking . The 
unique programme· shutter 
system automatically varies 
within the range Fl.7 at 1/ 15 
sec. according to the intensity 
of the light . 

3 \ Large br ight 
viewfinder. 

A much larger viewfinder is 
used in this camera than on 
earlier models and the magni· 
fication ratio of 0.7 x is the 
largest used on a camera of 
this size. Composition of the 
subject in the viewfinder is 
greatly assisted. 

4 \ Put yourself 
in the picture. 

Turn the self·timer lever 130 
degrees downward as illustra· 
ted , make sure the film has 
been wound on properly and 
press the small operating but· 
ton behind the lever. The shut· 
ter then fires after a bout 
eleven seconds delay for self· 
portraits. 

5 \ 
Easy indoor 
photography. 

For simple flash photography 
iust insert the Pen flash CL 
into the accessory shoe. Con· 
tact is made automatically· 
no cord required. The Pen·flash 
Cl:. as well as bei ng the worlds 
smallest is also the most effi· 
cient. For other types of flash· 
guns a standard flash outlet 
is provided. 

• Specifications : ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1 

.Lens : F. Zuiko F/ l.7, f = 32mm (6 elements in 4 groups) .Shutter : Serial programmed system (Auto) 1/ 15 sec. at F/ l.7 - 1/ 500 sec. at F/ 16 (Manual) 1/ 15 
sec. x sy nchro. contact (Self shutters release button locking system for inadequate light) .Lens o pening: (Auto) Automatically moves from F/ l.7 at 1/ 15 
sec. to F/ 16 at 1/ 500 sec. (Manual) For flash photography , from F/ l.7 to F/ 22 at 1/15 sec . • Vie w finder : Luminous bright frame finder (Magnifi cation 0.7) 
with parallax correction mark and inadequ ate exposure indication . • Film load i ng : EL (Easy Loading) System .Film w indin g : One motion thumb wind at 
camera rear . Se lf ·cocking to p revent double advances and double ex posures. .Film counte r : Ex posed counting, self·resetting type .Film rewind i n g : 
Crank type rewind button setting sy stem .Foc usi ng : Direct advanCing helicoid system 0 .8mm (2 .6 ft) to infinity. Click stops at 0.8m , l.2m (4 ft) and 3m 
(10 ft) .Ex posure m eter : Bui lt ·in CdS electric eye meter Light measu r ing range EV 5.5 (F/ l.7, 1/ 15 sec.)-EV 17 (F16, 1/ 500 sec. ) .Sensing cell : CdS 
t y pe wit h mercury battery (1.3V) for power source .Fi lm speed setting: ASA 12- 400 .Se lf timer : Lever system (130°) actuated in about 11 sec .• Rear 
cove r oper ation : Hinge type, .Accessory s h o e : Cordless f lash contact .Siz e & weig ht : 115 (width) x 68 (height)x 49.5 (depth)mm, 430 gr . 
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Quickmatic-EEM A completely automatic camera with the 
advantages of instant loading and the 
traditional Olympus quality construction. 

Here is complete automation in photography. Just drop in the 
Kodapak cartridge to load the camera. Press the button to take 
the picture. A built·in motor automatically advances the film, 

11 Electric motor drive 
Just push the release button. and the 
film will be advanced automatically. 
Two AA size 0.5 volt) dry cell batteries 
power the camera and the flashcube. 

21 Foolproof loading 
Just slip in a Kodapak and close the 
back cover. Now the film is advanced 
automatically . You never have to rewind 
the f i lm after shooting the last picture. 

even eliminating the need for winding the shutter. And the EE 
system au~omatically sets the correct combination of aperture 
setting and shutter speed. 

31 Trouble-free EE system 
The EE system eliminates all the trou· 
ble of setting the proper exposure. The 
camera automatically sets the correct 
com bination of diaphragm· and shutter 
speed • 

41 Flash cube photography 
By mounting a flash cube on the ca· 
mera, you can make four continual 
flash·photographs. Exposure is set 
automatically. 

• Specifications ----------------------------------------------~~I 

.Film : Kodapak 126 .Film rating : ASA 64. 80. 125. 160 .Picture size : 26 x 26mm .Lens : D Zuiko 1 : 2.8, f = 36mm .Shutter: Programmed EE 
system 0 / 40. 1/ 200 sec.) Flashmatic photography 0 / 40 sec.) .Viewfinder: Bright frame finder (magnification 0.6) with parallax correction marks, red 
warnnlng marks to prevent inadequate ex posures. and zone focus marks .Film advancing : Automatic advance (electric motor drive); "idle advance" 
.Power source : Two AA 0.5 volt) dry batteries serving the film advance and flash photography .Focusing: 0.9m (3 ft.) to infinity (00), 1m, 3m , 05m) 
with a click stop device .Exposure setting: Automatic setting with the light meter (EE system); shutter release locking system to prevent inadequate 
exposures .Rear cover : Hinge t y pe. push button for opening .Flash photography : Flash·matic system with Flash·cu be .Size & weight : 127 (width) 
x 67(height) x 59(depth)mm 550gr. (with the batteries) 



Japan: Olympus Optical Co., Ltd. 
7 , 3.chome, Kanda Ogawamachi, Chiyoda·ku, Tokyo 

U. S. A. : Olympus Corp. of America 
39.22, 30th Street, Long Island City, N. Y . 11101 

Germany : Olympus Optical Co .. (Europa) GmbH. 
Steindamm 105, 2 Hamburg 1 
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